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Blockheads is an action -- an adventure sandbox game with pixel graphics. In it, the main character tries to survive in a huge open world. To protect their existence, he must build a shelter and provide supplies. To do this, the character needs to explore the surroundings and underground mines in search of useful items.
The player must also monitor the needs of the ward, otherwise for him it may end badly. Exploring various crafts, construction products and valuable items, developing tools that will help the main character settle in this world. Noodlecake Studios Inc Android 3.1 - Version: 1.6.1.2 $0 The Blockheads (MOD, Unlimited
Crystals/Unlocked) - Explore, mine, create and create in this giant and detailed sandbox game. Navigate huge simulated worlds of thousands of blocks wide with full temperature and climate system, seasons of the equator and frozen poles. Updated at 1.6.1.2! Andro-Mod 'Adventure Games' Blockheads (MOD, Unlimited
Money) Explore, mine, craft and build in this giant and detailed sandbox game. Navigate huge simulated worlds of thousands of blocks wide with full temperature and climate system, seasons, equator, and frozen poles. Explore complex cave systems and running water, and survive deserts and snowy mountain peaks.
The night falls and your head freezes. You haven't taken cover yet, and your fire is fun. All you have is a shovel, a little wood and a few sticks. You only have a few minutes before the exhaustion hits. Do you create a bed, dig a cave or fill your fire? What will you do? Only formed in new processing and great power. The
bottom line is the same, build yourself a house, collect resources and food to survive and defend yourself from enemies. As there is an opportunity to build a boat that will catch fish that is very appreciated in this game! Obb for The Blockheads (MOD, Unlimited Crystals/Unlocked) is unpacked from the archive
/sdcard/Android/obb/ Obb for The Blockheads v1.7.2 (MOD, Unlimited Crystals/Unlocked) unpacked from the archive /sdcard/Android/obb/ Are you fans of the world-famous sandbox game - Minecraft? Want to see another interesting gameplay with a slightly different setup? Then you will surely find yourself addicted to
exciting research into Blockheads.Explore a massive 2D sandbox card that will take you to various locations and environments around the world. Enjoy in a fully interactive world of blocks where you can do whatever you want. Find out more about this exciting game from Noodlecake Studios with our reviews. StoryThe
game introduces Android gamers to the unique worlds of Minecraft, which are completely in 2D. Here you will find yourself with access to a variety of environments from tropical beaches to endless snowy mountains or even dark dungeons. As it begins, you find yourself lost in a strange place. With the night slowly falling,
your hunger and cold begin to take their toll on your body, you only have a few minutes to make your hut, get the fire going, and look for food to survive. Not to mention that the wild is also a dangerous animal and the beast lurks around. What would you do to get out of this situation? Help your character survive and
discover endless possibilities in Blockheads, how you hunt down animals for food, collect resources to make items, create amazing structures, and even shoot monsters inside dark dungeons. Enjoy playing with friends or playing solo as you immerse yourself in the fully interactive world of Blockheads.Here you'll find all
the interesting features that the game has to offer: Adventurers and action games fans will surely enjoy themselves in this exciting survival gameplay in Blockheads. Control your blockhead characters by ingesting massive worlds with lots of activities available. Take your through different locations in randomly generated
maps as you search for resources to sustain yourself. Create items and tools to help you with your survival challenges, and take part in various activities in the game. Have fun in the unique worlds and gameplay of Blockheads.And speaking about which to make your survival problems more interesting, gamers in
Blockheads are allowed to create all kinds of different items and tools as long as you have the necessary materials and tools. Give your blockheads some of the most effective tools so they can work faster, give them the best weapons so they can protect themselves with ease, and upgrade your workbenches for more
interesting crafts. Make all kinds of items to equip on your homes such as a new bed, table, chair, and more We game has a fully simulated world with lots of interactive features, a full climate and season system, and more that make things extra realistic. And despite the flea graphics, you will find yourself in an exciting
world. And with randomly created worlds, you'll surely enjoy your endless adventures in Blockheads.Start by picking up delicious coconuts as you find yourself stranded on a strange island. Feed your characters until a cold night falls on you. Learn how to survive on a tropical beach. Discover a lot of rare plants, and
Animals on on If you want, you can also create a strong boat that can help you cruise over the big seas. Travel to several locations and collect unique resources. You can even go to the North Pole, just to look at some special fur clothes. Finally, the game also has epic underground dungeons where you can discover a
lot of gems and metals, collect unique materials so you can create incredible tools. To prevent hunger from bothering you in the early nights, your only options are to look for fruit or hunt down animals and ear raw meat. However, since we all know that these are not the most efficient ways to generate energy, it would be
nice if you are able to cook in the game. That being said, you can start making delicious food, just roast meat on the fire. Once you can build your shelters and then the kitchen, you can start masterChef challenges in the game with lots of recipes available. Make delicious and energy-packed foods for your anytime you're
ready. Speaking of housing, you wouldn't want to live inside shabby, but all the time, right? That being said in Blockheads, gamers are also allowed to pick up a building feature to create their dream hideout. Here you can create all sorts of structures at will. You will only need to have enough materials as well as the right
tools. Create incredible homes or even turn them into your marble castles if you want. And once you're done with buildings, you can also use the settings in the game and change the look of your castle with new colors and graphics. Feel free to wear any paint you want, and even paint the environment if you want. If you
don't want to waste your time hunting or feeding food, you can start by settling and planting a garden so you can have access to fresh fruit when you are ready. Also, plant some vegetables if you want, take care and collect them when the time comes. So you no longer have to worry about food supplies. As for the
animals, you can either tame them to help you in your daily activities or raise them for food if you want. Find yourself riding on maps on all kinds of animals, from a small donkey to even a big cow. In addition, your animals can also become your companions during great adventures. To make the game even more
interesting, you are also allowed to enjoy the game with friends and online gamers. Just join the existing world or create your own to have other players to play with you. It will be a lot of fun when you can build food, explore endless dungeons, and solve down problems with friends. And despite everything Features,
Android gamers can still have this game installed on their mobile devices completely free of charge. That being said, you can download it from the Google Play Store Are you ready. However, can still find ads and in-game purchases are somewhat restrictive. So if this is the case, you can take a look at our modified
version of the game. With our Blockheads Mod, you can now make endless purchases for free. In addition, we also have ads completely removed, so you won't bother during the game. All you have to do is download from our site rather than the Play Store.The game has simple but interesting flea graphics that we are all
used to after the Minecraft game. In addition, with unique 2D graphics, you find yourself enjoying the game in a completely different fashion compared to the usual titles. With relaxing soundtracks, the game introduces Android gamers to exciting and enjoyable survival and gameplay creation. Not to mention that with
precise sound effects, everything in the game will look and feel more realistic. For those interested in great sandbox games like Stardew Valley, Terraria, and some others, Blockheads will certainly surprise you for its rich and exciting gameplay. With lots of different things to do, endless maps to discover, and amazing
gamers to play with, you'll surely enjoy your time at Blockheads, especially with our modified version. Version. the blockheads mod apk download. blockheads mod apk free download. download game the blockheads mod apk. download the blockheads mod apk 1.7.4
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